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Introduction to the Teacher

Science Vocabulary Building is intended to help students learn terms that are important 
to the content taught in science. The International Reading Association promotes teaching 
vocabulary to improve comprehension. As a goal, the National Research Council, organized 
by the National Academy of Science, has established that all students should achieve scientific 
literacy. An essential aspect of scientific literacy is gaining a greater knowledge of the subject 
matter associated with physical, life, and earth science. Providing vocabulary instruction is 
one of the most significant ways a teacher can promote student understanding and academic 
achievement in science. 

As students progress through grades three, four, five, and beyond, reading science 
content becomes progressively more problematic. There is a significant increase in the 
number of words with three or more syllables. Those students who are skillful in reading these 
multisyllabic words can read for comprehension without the challenge of word pronunciation. 
Learning to read these words and understand their meanings increases the readability level for 
all students. 

National and state science standards, science textbooks, and Mark Twain Media science 
publications were reviewed in an effort to identify commonly used science words for each grade 
level. This book focuses on teaching these high-utility terms. Words are listed in alphabetical 
order. Each entry provides the learner with pronunciation and syllabication information to help 
the student with decoding. The entry also provides a definition and uses the word in context to 
help the students gain an understanding of the meaning of the word.

The teaching strategies described in this book promote differentiated instruction. 
Vocabulary building activities provide multiple opportunities for students to learn the language 
of science. Alternative methods of instruction, such as hands-on activities, small group work, 
games, and journaling, target multiple learning styles and help learners at all levels. Teachers 
may choose to focus on decoding and word meanings for English-language learners and 
reluctant readers. Challenging activities provide all students with opportunities for extended 
learning.

The instructional activities found in this book are designed to promote scientific literacy 
through vocabulary learning. They can be used as stand-alone units or to supplement and 
enrich the content area. Each section includes:

• Alphabetized Word List: a glossary of high-utility science terms with pronunciation and 
syllabication sections presented in an easy-to-read and understand format

• Vocabulary Building Activities: provide students with multiple opportunities to learn 
and use the term

• Vocabulary Games: provide meaningful reinforcement of new terms
• Interactive Vocabulary Building Websites:  provide students with enrichment opportu-

nities 

Science Vocabulary Building supports the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act. The book 
promotes student knowledge and understanding of science and mathematics concepts through 
vocabulary building. The activities are designed to strengthen scientific literacy skills and are 
correlated to the National Science Education Standards (NSES) and the National Council for 
Teachers of Mathematics Standards (NCTM). 

Introduction to the Teacher
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Pronunciation Key

Pronunciation Key

What Is a Pronunciation Key?
It is often hard to tell from the spelling of a word how it should be pronounced. A special 

alphabet of symbols is used to indicate the sounds spoken in the pronunciation of words. A pro-
nunciation key is a list of these symbols and familiar words that contain the sound represented 
by the symbols.

Pronunciation symbols and their keys differ slightly among various dictionaries and sci-
ence books. The system used in this book was especially designed to make it easier for you to 
read and understand the written pronunciations. Place a copy of the key below in your science 
journal as a quick reference for the pronunciation symbols used in this book.

Using a Pronunciation Key
• Symbols are used to represent the sounds used in the pronunciation of a word. 
• Hyphens (-) are used to separate the pronunciations into syllables.
• Boldface letters are used to indicate the part of the word to be stressed or spoken with 

the greatest force.
• In the syllabication listing, dots (·) are used to separate the word into syllables.

Example:

  Hyphen        Pronunciation Symbol
 

  Boldface kem-i-k@l
chem·i·cal

    Dot

a  lap, pat, mad
 $a       lane, age, hay
ä       father, yarn, ah
âr    care, hair
e       bet, end, hen, said
 $e       bee, equal, piece, real
@r      better, perfect, baker
@  about, taken, pencil, come, circus
hw    when, whether, nowhere
i        kit, in
 $K      ice, my, line, cried
îr     ear, deer, here, pierce  

Pronunciation Key

o       hot, top, odd
 $o       old, toad, know , toe
oi      oil, toy
ô       law, caught, for, h orse, off, order
 

oo    book, pull, should 
oo fruit, glue, food, few        
ou  out, cow , house
sh     she, dish, mach ine
th      thin, both
th      this, mother, smooth
u       cut, up
ûr    fur, term, bird, word, learn
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Science Journal

Directions: Complete the vocabulary chart below. Copy the word, make your own definition, 
write a sentence, and create a picture for the word. Collect all your science journal pages in a 
binder or folder to use as a reference.

          Word  Definition            Picture

Sentence

          Word  Definition            Picture

Sentence

          Word  Definition            Picture

Sentence

          Word  Definition            Picture

Sentence

          Word  Definition            Picture

Sentence

Science Journal
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Section 1.1: Scientific Method Word List 
 

conclusion   definition: the last part of an experiment where the findings are 
k@n-kloo-zh@n summarized
con·clu·sion   context: The conclusion summarized the test results.
data   definition: a group of measurements, facts, or statistics recorded about 
d $a-t@  an experiment
da·ta context: She graphed the data from the rock lab. 
examine   definition: to look closely at someone or something
ig-zam-in   context: Examine a small amount of sand with a microscope and record 
ex·am·ine your observations.
experiment    definition: the steps used to test a hypothesis
ik-sper-@-m@nt context: The student designed an experiment to test his hypothesis.
ex·per·i·ment 
hypothesis   definition: an idea about the solution to a problem that can be tested 
hī-poth-i-s@s or investigated
hy·poth·e·sis context: He designed an experiment to test his hypothesis.
identify   
ī-den-t@-fī 
i·den·ti·fy 
measure   definition: to assign numbers to an observation such as length, mass, 
mezh-@r or volume
meas·ure context: Measure the length of your desk to the nearest centimeter.
observe   definition: to use the senses to gather information about an object or event
@b-zûrv context: Observe what the wind does to leaves, twigs, and other 
ob·serve debris on the ground.
predict   definition: a forecast of future events based on previous observations 
pri-dikt and experiments
pre·dict context: Using the data from the experiment, he could predict which 

patients were at risk of having a heart attack.
procedure 
pr@-sē-j@r  
pro·ce·dure  
record  definition: to create an account of information for later use
ri-kôrd  context: The scientist will record the data on a table.
re·cord 
research   definition: the method of collecting information and data about a topic 
ri-sûrch being studied
re·search context: Students used their research to write a report. 
scientific   
method    
sī-@n-tif-ik  
meth-@d  
sci·en·tif·ic 
meth·od

Chapter 1—Scientific Inquiry Vocabulary

definition: to name or recognize a person, place, or thing
context: The student will identify the colors in a rainbow.

definition: a set of steps to follow to perform a specific task
context: Students followed the procedure for the experiment.

definition: a series of steps scientists use to solve a problem
context: Students follow the scientific method when creating a science 
fair project.
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Section 1.1: Vocabulary Building Activities

The Big Question: Scientists ask questions about what they see going on in their world. 
They explain exactly what they want to learn from the scientific investigation by writing a 
question, called the “Big Question.” After they have written the “Big Question,” scientists 
predict what they will find. Scientists call this careful guess a hypothesis. 

Practice writing a “Big Question” and hypothesis. An example has been provided.

   Topic  Question    Hypothesis
   plants  Does fertilizer effect    Plants grow taller when given 

plant growth?    fertilizer.
   paper towels 

Scientific Method: Scientists ask ques-
tions about the world around them. They 
use the steps in the scientific method to 
explore possible answers. Students use 
the same steps when creating a science 
fair project. Design a poster that explains 
the steps.

Steps in the Scientific Method
  1. Question: What do you want to learn 

from the experiment?
  2. Hypothesis: What do you think will 

happen in the experiment?
  3. Experiment: How will you test the hy-

pothesis? 
  4. Data: What are the results of the ex-

periment?  
  5. Conclusion: Do the results support 

your hypothesis?

Science Fair Project Topic: A good topic 
is one you can test with an experiment. It is 
important that the topic is not too broad. 

Example:
Topic Too Broad             Good Topic
      Worms                 What do worms 

  like to eat?    
Decide which topics are good ideas for a 
science fair project. 

1.  the effect of fertilizer on plants
  2.  earthquakes in my state
  3.  types of popcorn  
  4.  best brand of batteries 

Write your own example of a good topic 
for a science fair project in your science 
journal.

Formulate a Conclusion: The concluding statement will either support or not support your 
original hypothesis. 

Read the hypotheses and analyze the data below. Write a conclusion for the 
scientific investigation in your science journal. 

Hypothesis: Flashlights run longer with “Ever Last” batteries.
Test Results

Brand    Starting Time  Stopping Time   Hours of Operation
   Ever Last        3:00 P.M.       11:00 P.M.      8 hours
   Mighty Power       3:00 P.M.         9:00 P.M.     6 hours
   #1 Battery          3:00 P.M.           7:00 P.M.      4 hours

Chapter 1—Scientific Inquiry Vocabulary
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Chapter 1—Scientific Inquiry Vocabulary
Section 1.1: Scientific Method (page 7)
Science Fair Project Topic:
Topics number 2 and 3 are too broad
The Big Question:
Question: Which brand of paper towel is the most ab-
sorbent? 
Hypothesis: Brand X is more absorbent than Brand Y
Formulate a Conclusion:
Flashlights run longer with “Ever Last” batteries.

Section 1.2: Scientific Equipment (page 10)
Microscope Diagram: 
  1.  ocular lens     2.  adjustment knob     3.  arm 
  4.  stage adjustment knob     5.  base     6.  mirror  
  7.  stage     8.  objective lenses    9.  body tube 
Microscope Matching: 
  1.  c   2. d   3.  e   4.  f   5.  g   6.  h  
  7.  b   8.  a   9.  i

Section 1.3: Scientific Measurement (page 12)
Converting Metric Units: 
Try: 500 cm   Try: 0.02 m
Other Measurements (page 13)
Try: 240 min   Try: 3 wk
Vocabulary Building Activities (pages 14–15)
Appropriate Units of Measurement: 
Length:    1.  mm   2.  m     3.  cm   4.  mm  
Mass:    1.  kg     2.  kg     3.  g     4.  g 
Fahrenheit and Celsius:
water boils: 212°F, 100°C  
body temperature: 98°F, 40°C  
room temperature: 70°F, 22°C 
water freezes: 32°F, 0°C
Thermometers: Teacher check thermometers.
  1. 32°F   2. 22°C   3. -6.6°C

Chapter 2—Physcial Science Vocabulary
Section 2.1: Matter (pages 18–19)
Physical vs. Chemical Changes: 
  1.  P     2. C   3. C   4. C   5. C   6. P  
  7. P    8. P   9. P 10. C 11. P 12. P  
pH Scale:
battery acid (0.5), lemon juice (1.8), vinegar (3.0), 
orange juice (4.8), blood (7.2), sea water (8.0), 
ammonia (11.2), bleach (13.2), lye (14)
ph Values of Common Substances Table: 
1. acid  2. base  3. base  4. acid  5. acid  
6. base  7. acid  8. base  9. neutral 
Mixtures vs. Compounds: 
A mixture is the substance formed when two or more 
substances come together but do not combine to make 

a new substance. A compound is the new substance 
produced when two or more substances are chemically 
combined. Examples will vary.
Vocabulary Code Puzzle: 
  1.  volume     2.  gas      3.  element  
  4.  liquid    5.  density  
States of Matter:
Solids: fish, ice; Liquids: water, milk; 
Gases: air in balloon, exhaust

Section 2.2: Energy (pages 22–23)
Heat Transfer: 
  1.  radiation      2.  conduction     3.  convection
Forms of Energy: 
  1.  electrical energy      2.  thermal energy  
  3.  sound energy       4.  mechanical energy  
  5.  mechanical energy
Magnetic Field: 
1.                                2.                        3.

Light: 
  1.  White light was separated into different colors
  2.  Because colors might appear blended, answers 

may vary. Possible answers include red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet.

  3.  Because colors might appear blended, answers 
may vary. Possible answers include red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet.

Mechanical Energy: 
  1.  kinetic      2.  potential      3.  potential  
  4.  potential     5.  kinetic 
Insulator or Conductor?: 
  1.  insulator     2.  conductor      3.  insulator  
  4.  insulator     5.  conductor      6.  conductor  
  7.  insulator
Sound:
Sounds are vibrations in the form of waves. The vi-
bration of the tuning fork caused the ping pong ball to 
move.
Circuits: 
  1.  no     2.  no   3. no   4.  yes   5.  no   6. yes

Section 2.3: Force and Motion (pages 26–27)
Machines: 
  1.  screw      2.  pulley     3.  inclined plane  
  4.  wedge      5.  lever     6.  wheel and axle 
Resistance to Motion: 
Activity #1 – heat  
Activity #2 – no, The soap made the surface of the 
hands slippery and reduced friction.
The soap acted as a lubricant. 

Answer Keys

Answer Keys




